Binding Registration to

IGD-TP's Exchange Forum no 3

Time:
Thursday 29 November 2012
from 8:30 hrs. To 17:00 hrs.

Location: Paris, France
La Maison des Polytechniciens
12, rue de Poitiers
75007 Paris

Please fill in and send this registration form before November 15, 2012

This registration is submitted by:

Full name:

Organisation:

Country:

E-mail address:

Telephone:

Telephone (mobile):

☐ Yes, I will participate to the Exchange Forum on 29 November 2012 in Paris, France

☐ Yes, other persons from my organisation will also participate in the Exchange Forum
During the Exchange Forum, I am interested to participate in the following Work group
(Please check only one alternative, the groups are tentative depending on the total number of EF participants):

☐  Working Group 1 “Overview of the status of selected Joint Activities - future technical projects”

  - JA3 - Waste forms and their behaviour (C-14)
  - JA5 - Safety of constructions and operations
  - JA4 Monitoring the Environmental Reference State
  - JA12 Adaptation and optimisation of the repository
  - JA 15 Nuclear Knowledge Management
  - JA 14 Competence, Maintenance, Education and Training (CMET)
  - Any other proposal. if you are interested to submit a proposal for future project, in line with our Deployment Plan that could be of interest for EF members, please contact the secretariat

☐  Working Group 2 “Stakeholders involvement and societal aspects of RWM”

  - General presentation of the Interface Working Group
  - Stakeholder involvement : First analysis of IGD-TP by the EC Insotec project
  - Discussion to foster further interaction

Please send this registration form before October 15, 2012 to:

Jacques Delay Assistant Secretary (e-mail: Jacques.delay@andra.fr number: +33 3 29755352, regular mail: Andra CMHM, RD960, 55290 Bure, France) with a copy to the IGD-TP Secretary General Torsten Eng (e-mail: torsten.eng@skb.se)

After the closing of the registration time (15 November) a confirmation and access message will be sent to your e-mail address regarding seat availability. You will then have one week to confirm/cancel/change the participant. Please remember your registration is binding. If you need to cancel, please respond within one week from when you get your confirmation and access message.

The Exchange Forum will be held at no cost. The number of participants will be limited to 120 people.